Spectral fluorescence lifetime detection and selective melanin imaging by multiphoton laser tomography for melanoma diagnosis.
Multiphoton excited tissue fluorescence summarises the emission of all naturally occurring endogenous fluorescent bio-molecules with their often overlapping fluorescence spectra. Common fluorescence intensity measurements could not be utilised to distinguish between different fluorophores or metabolic states. To overcome this limitation, we investigated new procedures of selective melanin imaging and spectral fluorescence lifetime imaging in combination with high resolution multiphoton laser tomography. Overall 46 melanocytic lesions of human skin were analysed. We suggested that fluorescence light, detected in such a way, may yield additional information for melanoma diagnostics. Remarkable differences in lifetime behaviour of keratinocytes in contrast to melanocytes were observed. Fluorescence lifetime distribution was found in correlation with the intracellular amount of melanin. Spectral analysis of melanoma revealed a main fluorescence peak around 470 nm in combination with an additional peak close to 550 nm throughout all epidermal layers. Excitation at 800 nm shows a selectively observable fluorescence of melanin containing cells and offers the possibility of cell classification. Procedures of selective imaging as well as spectral fluorescence lifetime imaging by means of multiphoton laser tomography support diagnostic decisions and may improve the process of non-invasive early detection of melanoma.